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For Valour: The Complete History of the Victoria Cross will be the definitive work on the subject and
compelling as a narrative as well as the ultimate reference source. This ambitious project in
association with The Victoria Cross Trust will be published in 8 volumes over 4 years. Each volume is
divided into two parts: Part 1 - Wars, Battles & Deeds - will contain description of each war and
battle or engagement which involved deeds resulting in the award of each Victoria Cross. The deeds are
described within the context of the War and battle during which they occurred. Part 2 - Portraits of
Valour - will contain a biography of each recipient of the Victoria Cross. Foreword by Lord Ashcroft
KCMG PC who owns the largest collection of VCs in the world and has the Ashcroft Gallery at the
Imperial War Museum named after him.
The inspiring, against-the-odds story of Gino Bartali, the cyclist who made the greatest comeback in
Tour de France history and secretly aided the Italian resistance during World War II Gino Bartali is
best known as an Italian cycling legend who not only won the Tour de France twice but also holds the
record for the longest time span between victories. In Road to Valor, Aili and Andres McConnon
chronicle Bartali’s journey, from an impoverished childhood in rural Tuscany to his first triumph at
the 1938 Tour de France. As World War II ravaged Europe, Bartali undertook dangerous activities to help
those being targeted in Italy, including sheltering a family of Jews and smuggling counterfeit identity
documents in the frame of his bicycle. After the grueling wartime years, the chain-smoking, Chiantiloving, 34-year-old underdog came back to win the 1948 Tour de France, an exhilarating performance that
helped unite his fractured homeland. Based on nearly ten years of research, Road to Valor is the first
book ever written about Bartali in English and the only book written in any language to explore the
full scope of Bartali’s wartime work. An epic tale of courage, resilience, and redemption, it is the
untold story of one of the greatest athletes of the twentieth century.
For Valour: The Complete History of the Victoria Cross will be the definitive work on the subject and
compelling as a narrative as well as the ultimate reference source. This ambituous project in
association with The Victoria Cross Trust will be published in 8 volumes over 4 years, the first
publishing on the 165 year year of the first investiture in Hyde Park in 1845.Each volume is divided
into two parts:Part 1 - Wars, Battles & Deeds - will contain description of each war and battle or
engagement which involved deeds resulting in the award of each Victoria Cross. The deeds are described
within the context of the War and battle during which they occurred.Part 2 - Portraits of Valour - will
contain a biography of each recipient of the Victoria Cross. Volume 1 will include an additional
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section covering the inception of the Victoria Cross and the rules which govern the award.Foreword by
Lord Ashcroft KCMG PC who owns the largest collection of VCs in the world and has the Ashcroft Gallery
at the Imperial War Museum named after him.
Act of Valour
The History of Rome (Complete Edition: Vol. 1-5)
The Works of Lord Macaulay Complete: History of England
The Second World War
For Valour the Complete History of the Victoria Cross Box Set
Between the Wars and Modern Day
For Valour: The Complete History of the Victoria Cross will be the definitive work on the subject and
compelling as a narrative as well as the ultimate reference source. This ambituous project in
association with The Victoria Cross Trust will be published in 8 volumes over 4 years. Each volume is
divided into two parts: Part 1 - Wars, Battles & Deeds - will contain description of each war and battle
or engagement which involved deeds resulting in the award of each Victoria Cross. The deeds are
described within the context of the War and battle during which they occurred. Part 2 - Portraits of
Valour - will contain a biography of each recipient of the Victoria Cross. Foreword by Lord Ashcroft
KCMG PC who owns the largest collection of VCs in the world and has the Ashcroft Gallery at the Imperial
War Museum named after him.
Sikh Heritage, with a foreword by Hardeep Sigh Puri, is a succinct and delightfully photographed glimpse
into the community's religion, its ten gurus, its temples, traditional systems of governance, history,
architecture, and the famous Golden Temple. This book traces the history of the valor and devotion of
the Sikh community, which forms less than 1 per cent of India's one billion population, yet produces
over 50 per cent of the country's food reserves. Despite the brutal assaults of history faced by the
Sikh community - such as the partition of Punjab - they still maintain the merit of their heritage.
Looks at how the thriving Sikh diaspora has spread across the globe; and how they always took the words
of the gurus with them wherever they went. This work has captured the relics that have borne witness to
the establishment of the Sikh community and identity. Most of these heritage objects associated with the
gurus are in private collections or in gurdwaras. A photographic documentation of the Sikh historicity
through objects both in time and space, such as the beautifully captured images of Takhats or temporal
seats of the Sikhs, portray a unique relationship between the edifice and the Sikhs - thus, each
photograph is a story in itself. This new approach aims at the conception of Sikh heritage not only as
the sacred masterpieces of the past to be valued and conserved, but also as emblematic and living spaces
to be appropriated by the local communities who are the bearers of a rich and active collective memory.
The History of Rome is a five volume history of ancient Rome written by Theodor Mommsen, dealing mainly
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with the Roman Republic. First volume deals with the Roman origins and covers the period anterior to the
abolition of the Monarchy. Second volume depicts events from the abolition of the Monarchy in Rome to
the union of Italy. Third volume deals with the Punic Wars and the subjugation of Carthage and the Greek
states. Volume four covers the Revolution, dealing with the Gracchi, Marius, Drusus, and Sulla. Final
volume covers the Civil War and the establishment of the military monarchy during the reign of Julius
Caesar.
An Inside Account of the Bloodiest Six Months of the Vietnam War
Triumph at Anzio
A Short View of the whole Scripture History ... Sixteenth edition
The War and Its Warriors
A Complete History of Ireland
Special Forces Heroes

The Battle of Spion Kop was fought during the campaign to relieve Ladysmith, South Africa,
after the Boers of the Transvaal and Orange Free State had gotten a jump on the British Empire
and besieged a British army in the town. It was the single bloodiest episode in the campaign,
as well as a harbinger of the bitter and desperate fighting still to come in the Second Boer
War. Spion Kop, just northeast of Ladysmith, was the largest hill in the region, being over
1,400 feet high, and it lay almost exactly at the center of the Boer line. If the British could
capture this position and bring artillery to the hill they would then command the flanks of the
surrounding Boer positions. On the night of 23 January 1900, a large British force under Major
General Edward Woodgate was dispatched to secure the height, with Lt. Colonel Alexander
Thorneycroft selected to lead the initial assault. However, the Boers refused to give up the
position and a bitter two days of fighting ensued. In the initial darkness the British
mistakenly entrenched at the center of the hill instead of the crest, and suffered horribly
from Boer marksmen clinging to the periphery. Suffering badly themselves, the Boers were
finally inclined to admit defeat when they discovered that the British had retreated, leaving
behind their many dead. Yet, in light of the devastation wrought on both sides, the British
were finally able to rally and relieve Ladysmith four weeks later. Ron Lock, esteemed author of
many Zulu warfare histories, brings to life this bitter and previously overlooked campaign in
vivid and complete detail, with supporting sources including then-journalist Winston
ChurchillÕs battle report, as well as many previously unpublished illustrations and 6 newly
commissioned maps. His account will be valuable to both historians and strategists wanting to
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better understand this difficult and devastating conflict.
Since the short and bloody war between Nepal and Britain in 1814-15, Gurkha volunteers, ever
mindful of the their motto, 'It is better to die than be a coward', have fought and died for
Britain, including in recent years in the Falklands, Afghanistan and Iraq. In the Second World
War an astonishing quarter of a million Gurkhas fought aginst Germany and Japan. They have been
awarded thirteen Victoria Crosses. Includes detailed appendices include all regimental changes
and battle honours.
A riveting and comprehensive account of the Battle of Anzio and the Alamo-like stand of
American and British troops that turned certain defeat into victory The four-month-long 1944
battle on Italy's coast, south of Rome, was one of World War II's longest and bloodiest
battles. Surrounded by Nazi Germany's most fanatical troops, American and British amphibious
forces endured relentless mortar and artillery barrages, aerial bombardments, and human-wave
attacks by infantry with panzers. Through it all, despite tremendous casualties, the Yanks and
Tommies stood side by side, fighting with, as Winston Churchill said, "desperate valour." So
intense and heroic was the fighting that British soldiers were awarded two Victoria Crosses,
while American soldiers received twenty-six Medals of Honor--ten of them awarded posthumously.
The unprecedented defensive stand ended with the Allies breaking out of their besieged
beachhead and finally reaching their goal: Rome. They had truly snatched victory from the jaws
of defeat. Award-winning author and military historian Flint Whitlock uses official records,
memoirs, diaries, letters, and interviews with participants to capture the desperate nature of
the fighting and create a comprehensive account of the unrelenting slugfest at Anzio. Desperate
Valour is a stirring chronicle of courage beyond measure.
The History of Southern Africa's Victoria Cross Heroes
Stolen Valor
The Battle for Spion Kop, 1900
From the Foundations of the City to the Rule of Julius Caesar
In the Face of the Enemy Updated Ed: the Complete History of TheVictoria Cross and New Zealand
A History of Valour and Devotion
For Valour tells the remarkable stories of the 100 Australians who have been awarded the
Victoria Cross for exceptional acts of bravery and self-sacrifice in battle. From Captain
Neville Howse of the New South Wales Army Medical Corps in 1900 to Corporal Cameron Baird of the
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2nd Commando Regiment in 2013, heroic actions in the Boer War appear alongside those from the
First World War, North Russia, the Second World War, Vietnam and Afghanistan. Vivid descriptions
of events on the battlefield are matched with biographical profiles of each of the recipients to
provide insights into their lives outside wartime service. With a foreword from Daniel Keighran
VC, new archival research and striking photographs and artworks from the Australian War
Memorial, For Valour commemorates the servicemen who have been awarded the military's highest
honour.
War, Wine and Valour: Five years fighting the Nazis. War, Wine and Valour is the true account of
a bunch of kids, almost all of them straight out of high school, caught up in the wave of
patriotism that ran counter to the rantings and strategies of Adolf Hitler. Not as cruel and
hopeless as Erich Remarque's "All Quiet On The Western Front", which took place in the area of a
few trenches, this book reflects with the same intensity the spread of the 20th Century horror
named World War Two. The narrative is as factual as the ongoing war diaries of the author's
personal experiences which thread the story through its six long years. The boys grew into men
almost always in the face of diabolical threats and acts of infamy which were called Nazism. The
author was wounded on three separate occasions, twice dangerously, firstly in infantry in the
battles of Gazala and El Alamein and thereafter in tanks in Italy leading to the capture of
Florence. On one occasion he absconded from hospital in bandages and returned to his regiment to
fight with his comrades again. The book is a study in the psychology of men at bay confronted
repeatedly with bombardment, direct attack by Stukas and other Nazi terror, and replying with
bayonet charges, fighting patrols at night, counter-attacks under creeping barrages and close
combat in tank battles. Numerous living characters from the ranks carry the story with freshness
and pace, humour and vivid imagery. The author's war diaries have provided settings with
accurate richness of detail from the wilds of central Abyssinia to the mid-winter of 1944/5 in
the Italian Apennines. Gripping events, graphic pictures, surprising maps and extraordinary
detail! 522 pages with 33 maps and 52 pictures.
The Ashleighs of Knightshill, a talented British family who are proud of their ancestry, have
their world turned upside down in the summer of 1914, when the black sheep of the family returns
after 12 years. Act of Valour is the concluding volume in Emma Drummond's Knightshill trilogy.
"An enormously satisfying family chronicle spiced with plenty of romance, passion, and action."
- Booklist
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For Valour the Complete History of the Victoria Cross
Women of Valor
Volumes 1-8 Presentation Case
The History of the Gurkhas
Thames Television Presents For Valour
Valour at Vimy Ridge

This ebook edition contains the full text version as per the book. Doesn't include original photographic and illustrated
material. This book tells the stories of forty heroes, all awarded bravery medals for their conduct during Special Forces
missions over the last 150 years. Often covert hit-and-run operations involving very small numbers of highly skilled men,
those who partake in these missions know that their goals involve a high level of risk. They are men who would die for their
country, no questions asked. With many incredible stories, particularly from the Second World War, including the
Cockleshell Heroes, and other conflicts from the twentieth century, such as the Iranian Embassy siege, this collection of reallife action adventure brings the bravery of Britain's heroes to life. Every medal in Lord Ashcroft's extensive collection tells a
story and these are some of the most thrilling.
Stories of outstanding bravery on the battlefield The Victoria Cross, a simple bronze cross inscribed For Valour on the front
and engraved with the recipient's name, rank, number, unit and the date of the action on the reverse, was first awarded by
Queen Victoria - in a ceremony in Hyde Park - in 1857, to heroes of the Crimea. The VC is the most prized British and
Commonwealth decoration for gallantry, and is earned too often at the cost of the ultimate sacrifice. Only 1,354 VCs have
been awarded, and this book, in Bryan Perrett's inimitable style, tells the story behind some of the most remarkable, from the
Crimea through to the Second World War. Likewise, the Congressional Medal of Honor, the US equivalent decoration, is
celebrated here in equal measure in his gripping episodes of outstanding gallantry in battle. The VC and the Medal of Honor
have on occasion even been awarded for acts on the same battlefield.
This book discusses the evolution of taxation in Nigeria within the framework of eight broad themes i.e., The Origin and
Practice of Fiscal Federalism in Nigeria, The Constitutional Context for Taxation, The Three Eras of Taxation in Nigeria, The
Structure and Jurisdiction of Nigerian Tax Authorities, Instruments of Tax Policy, Statutory Developments, Beyond Oil
Revenue: The Case for Tax Reform and Making the Nigerian Tax System Globally Competitive.
Chittoregarh, the Land of Bravery and Valour
The Victorian Wars to 1895
For Valour the Complete History of the Victoria Cross Volume Six
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War, Wine and Valour:
Australians Awarded the Victoria Cross
Five years fighting the Nazis
Tells the stories of every Canadian winner of the Victoria Cross, the Commonwealth’s highest award for gallantry, during the First
World War. With a scope that covers the entire global conflict, For Valour follows soldiers from across Canada, all united by valour
above and beyond the call of duty.
Profiles in courage - the definitive history of the Victoria Cross and New Zealand, fully updated in this new edition. For 150 years
the highest Commonwealth military decoration for gallantry has been the Victoria Cross. These are the extraordinary stories of the
New Zealand VCs. Since its instigation in 1856 more than 40 Victoria Crosses have been awarded to men whose courage in the
face of the enemy was recognised by their comrades. Acts of Valour tells the story of each one, from the New Zealand Wars to the
Second World War and the modern battlefields of Afghanistan in the 21st century. Many more were nominated for a VC than ever
received it, with some of those famously declined - Malone of Chunuk Bair, Manahi, Perkins and Stott - igniting controversy that
continues today. The events, politics and philosophies of this exclusive award are examined by two leading military historians each story powerful and unique, with compelling accounts of the battles that made our nation and forged our history. Informative,
exciting and provocative, Acts of Valour presents a detailed insight into our military history - and the heroes who walked amongst
us, right up to Corporal Willie Apiata, the most recent recipient of the VC, in 2007. Fully revised and updated for the pivotal
centennial anniversaries of WWI.
For Valour: The Complete History of the Victoria Cross is the first definitive reference detailing every winner of the Victoria Cross,
the highest award in the British military honor system, awarded for gallantry in the face of the enemy. This book is the fourth of
eight volumes to be published in association with the Victoria Cross Trust. Each volume is divided into two parts. Part one, "Wars,
Battles & Deeds," contains descriptions of each war and battle or engagement that involved deeds resulting in the awarding of a
Victoria Cross. The deeds are described within the context of the war and battle during which they occurred. Part two, "Portraits of
Valour," presents a biography of each recipient of the Victoria Cross. In this offering, Volume Four covers the Victorian Wars from
1896. This volume also includes a foreword by Lord Ashcroft, who owns the largest collection of Victoria Crosses, and are part of a
limited edition print run numbered 1 to 500.
A Brief History of Chittoregarh and Fort Introduction
From the First Colonization of the Island by Parthalon to the Anglo-Norman Invasion
A History of the Victoria Cross from Its Inception to the Present Day
A History of the Victoria Cross and the Evolution of British Heroism
Desperate Valour
Canadians and the Victoria Cross in the Great War
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Based on primary source research, this is the most comprehensive history of the Victoria Cross
available, tracing the evolution of the award from its inception in 1856 to the most recent
bestowals. The study also examines the evolution of the concept of heroism and how the
definition of heroism changed along with the nature of warfare.
Odds are long for the British destroyers assigned to escort vital northern convoys through the
bitter Arctic Sea in the bloodiest days of WWII. Commander Graham Martineau, still haunted by
the loss of his ship and crew to Nazi destroyers, must take on a new command: the Tribal Class
destroyer Hakka.
Military documents reveal decades of deceit about the Vietnam War and myths perpetuated by the
mainstream media.
Volume 5: the First World War The Complete History of the Victoria Cross
A Comprehensive Tax History of Nigeria
For Valour
How the Vietnam Generation was Robbed of Its Heroes and Its History
Road to Valor
The battle of Vimy Ridge in April 1917 saw Canadian troops storm a 14-kilometre long escarpment that was
believed to be impregnable. This was the first time in Canadas history that a corps-sized formation fought together
as a unit under its own leadership. Canadian troops persevered under heavy fire to take the ridge. The battle has
since been much celebrated in Canada, as historians and descendants seek to explain the huge losses that
military and political leaders accepted in a war that produced few gains for any nation. Tom Douglas recounts the
events of this battle, and his narrative is accompanied by photos, drawings, and paintings by Canadian war artists.
Biographies of eight women who made unique contributions to Jewish life, including union organizer Rose
Schneiderman, founder of Hadassah Henrietta Szold, and Israel's first Olympic medalist Yael Arad.
Military documents reveal decades of deceit about the Vietnam War and myths perpetuated by the mainstream
media
The Great Canadian Victory of World War I
Comprising a Complete History of All the Operations of the American Armies in Mexico; With Biographical Sketches
and Anecdotes of the Most Distinguished Officers in the Regular Army and the Volunteer Force
For Valour the Complete History of the Victoria Cross Volume Eight
A True Story of WWII Italy, the Nazis, and the Cyclist Who Inspired a Nation
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Sikh Heritage
The First World War - Part 2
Excerpt from The War and Its Warriors: Comprising a Complete History of All the Operations of the American Armies in Mexico; With
Biographical Sketches and Anecdotes of the Most Distinguished Officers in the Regular Army and the Volunteer Force The present contest
between the United States and Mexico has called forth the military energies of this country, and has led to displays of valour and military
science which have astonished the whole civilized world. In a succession of battles, sieges, marches, and skirmishes, lasting through a
period of nineteen months, the arms of the United States have been uniformly triumphant. Wherever our armies have met the enemy they
have conquered. Of such a contest the history cannot but prove interesting to the whole body of the American people. The scattered details
which have been furnished by the public journals, although they have served to allay anxiety for the moment, are quite insufficient to satisfy
the lively curiosity which such events are well calculated to awaken. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of
rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books
uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the
aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do,
however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of
such historical works.
A Vietnam War battalion commander with the 199th LIB recounts the intense combat he saw during the Tet Offensive and NVA attacks in this
candid memoir. This visceral combat memoir chronicles the height of the Vietnam War from the nervous period just before the Tet Offensive
through the defeat of that campaign and into the lesser-known yet equally bloody NVA offensive of May 1968. On January 30, 1968, Saigon
and nearly every provincial capital in South Vietnam came under assault by the Viet Cong. Author Robert L. Tonsetic writes not only from his
personal experience as a company commander, but also from extensive research, including countless interviews with other soldiers of the
199th Light Infantry Brigade. The book ends with a brief note about the 199th LIB being deactivated in Spring 1970, furling its colors after
suffering 753 dead and some 5,000 wounded. This fascinating book will help to remind us of the sacrifices made by all Vietnam veterans.
For Valour the Complete History of the Victoria Cross Volume Seven
Valour
The Victorian Wars from 1896
Days of Valor
The Complete Novels of Mr. Samuel Richardson: The history of Clarissa Harlowe
Hill of Squandered Valour
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